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FOREWORD

As the 1980's begin, unprecedented numbers of adult Americans
are engaged in learning activities richly diverse kinds. A signifi

cant part of these learning activities re organized and structured.

Viewed as an institution or enterprise, organized adult learning
is among the largest on the American scene as the 19800begin.
The obvious importance of this organized learning venture would commend
it for being a closely watched matter. It is not. On certain dimensions
our record keeping on parts of the organized adult learning enterprise

..is rigorous and detailed with respect-to enrollments. This is
particularly the case when enrollment figures translate into institutional
support from State and Federal governments. Along other dimensions,
such as completions of programs and the effects of participation, our
record keeping runs from scanty to non-existent even for those parts
of the organized learning structure we do regularly examine.

We have not, of course, viewed the whole of organized adult learning
.

as an institution. But as the concepts of. ecurrent education and life-
long learning broader currency, and as "a learning. society has:been
articulated as a social goal, the importance of gaining some firmer grasp
of the whole of the organized adult learning structure has become evident.
Along with that appreciatiOn has come the frustration of trying to
piece together the disperate bodies of.statistics, and to make sense
-of the confliiting c.finitions that abound and determine what data are
gathered and how they are analysed.

The pages to follow reflect some significant trail blazing throUgh
that forest of data and definitions. Bryna Shore Fraser presents the
reader with what is to our knowledge the- most complete'atcounting ofthe
wlioleof the structure of organized adult learning opp rtunity yet
assembled.

In concise, clear exposition, Ms: Fraser takes us on a tour of the
education and training programsof private industry and_business, all of
.postsecondary education, Federal, State, and local government, the coopera-
tive extension service, correspondence instruction and on Program
objectives, expenditures and enrollment data are provided, drawing on the,
best, current sources of information available.

Those professionally engaged in education and training matters,
and others concerned to know more about what the structure of organized
learning opportunity for adults embraces,will find this monograph an .

invaluable ally.

Gregory B. Smith
Director .

Worker Education and Training Policies
Project
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the United States today, there exists a diverse array of learning,

education; and training opportunities for Americahs of all ages in both

the public and private sectors. Most of us are aware of some aspects of

the educational options available to our children as they progress from

elementary to secondary and, in increasing proportions, to postsecondary

institutions . NUmerons directories of these institutions are published

every year to provide young pebple (and their parents) with an information

base from which critical educational and career-decisions can be made.

What we currently lack,;however, is a similar resource base for

adult education and training opportunities. We know that more and more

adults are taking- advantage of the variety of formal acid informal learning
,

opportunities being offered them by education institutions, employers,

labor organizations, government, and -community froups, to name but a few,

but to our knowledge, no,one has described the whole of this activity as

part of a total. national educational opportunity structure. Indeed,')a

complete des,cription of all'the learning options currently engaged in by

adults is probably impossible; we siimply do not have an adequate system

of record - keeping for formal learning activities, let alone for informal

on-the-job or at-home training and education, and,whet _ ore, the

learning landscape is constantly changing. Furthermore, we do not have

an agreed upon set of definitions and distinctions for "learning,"

" "training, "" and "eddcation." The range of definitions, particularly for

training and education, is enormous, as indicated by the following



selected examples:

..."training" is usually aimed at helping employees learn
specific work-related tasks or job information. The whole
technology of training development, for example, is built
from the assumption that you can state the objectives for
the training in behavioral, observable, perhaps ineasorable
terms. On the other hand, "education" is usually applied
to learning experiences designed to provide general know-
ledge, skills and attitudes for living in today's world and
coping wiich a wide range of information and situations,
Admittedly, it is through the traditional educational
systems that some of us develop work-related skills in
typing, carburetor tune-ups...However, even in those
skill areas, we often refer to the "training" someone
received within their formal education (W. Frank Blount,
Assistant Vice President, Training and Education, American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, 1979, p. 3).

On the other hand, George Psacharopoulos, in his Education and Work: An

Evaluation and Inventor of Current Research (1978), defines education

as "not only the provision and demand for formal schooling at all levels,

but on-the-j b training as well" (p. 3).

In a national study entitled Education in Indu conducted in

1975, Stanley Peterfreund equated training with technical or manual skill

development, almost always related directly to a job and usually aimed at

people -in rank-and-file-jobs. Education was defined as being concerned

witthe development of the mind, the transmission of -knowledge, and the

ability to reason, directed less to the ediate needs of a job.and more

to the growth of the individual's knOwledge base. In addition, Peterfreund

used the term "development" to include both training and nducation as well

as efforts aimed at "developing character, interpersonal skills, self-

awareness, and other dimensions of personal trowth and behavior"

(Peterfreund, 1976,

-2-



Because th_s.paper is concerned with how and where adults_ -particu-
%

larly workers or would-be workera, seek learning, education, and training

opportunities, we will use the following hierarchy of definitions developed

by Charner (1979):

Adult learning is the process whereby individuals, 17

years of age or older, undertake formal or informal,

organized or non-organiZed activities with the intention

of bringing about changes in information, knowledge,

understanding, or skills.

Adult educationfis the process whereby individuals,

17 years of age or older, undeftake formal or organized

activities with the intention of bringing about changes

in information, knowledge, understanding, or skills.

Adult training is the process whereby. individuals, 17

years of 4e-or- , undertake formal or organized

activities 1- s intention of acquiting new Informa-

tion, knowledge, understanding, or skills related to

the roles and routines of job or work position.

A definitive listing of all existing education and training

opportunities f,r adults and a- headcount Of all the participants in the

American learning force exceed the purpose of this paper. Our aim here

Is to put' together a- mosaic of the present education and trainingstruc-

ture, indicating the wide range of,available estimates as to how many

Adults, particularly workers and would-be workQF, are taking advantage

of this opportunity structure and. which activities they are, and, just

. as importantly for our purposes, are:_pot patticipating in.

14-



II. -ULT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Estimates of the number:. of adults engaged in learning activities in

the United States range from a cpnservative 11.6 percent of the adult

. population (NCES, 19786 to a high of 98 percent, when self-planned/Rs'

directed learning is included (Tough, - 19.71). This range of estimates

may seem' incredible at first glande, but upon closer scrutiny we discover

that the enormous discrepancies are attributable to significant differences

the way "learning" is defined, with "organized instruction administered

by a teacher" at one end of the-kale and "deXiberate efforts to learn"

the other. The. discrepancy is also due in some part to variations

in the methodological approach4-employed by researchers, e.g.- the use

of large-scale
0

voluntary surveys as opposed to individual indepth

interviews.

Th&National Center for Education Statistics, in a survey of.

participation'in-adult_ education conducted by e Census Bureau, reported

that more than 17 million adults participated in adult education in 1975.

In this survey,:adults were defined as those1.7 years of-age or older who

were not full-time students in high school or college, and adult -education

was defined as "organized learning to meet the unique needs of persons

beyond compulsory school-age who haVe terminated or interrupted. their

formal schooling" (NCES, 1978b, p. 1).

At the other end of the estimate range, the definition of,learning

activities is xpanded to include self planned /self-directed learnin

frequently undertakefi by an individual to satisfy a,parqcularcuriosity

14
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and fill a specific need for information, studying the language

and customs of a foreign country prior to a vacation. Estimates of

adult participants in such learning run as high as 79 to 98 percent of

the adult population (Tough, 1971; Penland, 1977). According to Tough,

millions of adults are engaged in a w!de variety of learning projects

of varied scope and duration. "Adults will overcome all manner of obstacles

of scheduling, distance, family arrangements, institutional frameworks,

and personal inconvenience in order to learn what they think they have to

learn or wish to learn in order to satisfy their personal and professional

aspirations" (Zieglert 1979, p. 8).

The Educational Testing Service's Project on Lifelong Darning, in

Toward Lifelong Learning in America: A Sourcebook for Planners separates

adult learning into two categories: "deliberate learning" which. includes

that offered by schools, non-school organizations, and individually used

sources, and "unintentional learning" which takes place in the home or at

work and is gained from friends or through the mass media. Drawing from

o wide range, of recent surveys, mostly governMental, and amid a variety ,

of caveats against regarding these figures as anything more than "rough

estimates," the Project surmises that of our total population, including

learners 01 ages, there are

...a total of some 116 million deliberate learners in
organizational settings in the U.S. Some 70 million, or 60
percent, are estimated to be in the school and college
sector (42 million, 36 percent of the total, are in compul-
sory educationsome-46 million, 40 percent, are involved
in education and learning through non-school organizations.
At the postseconiary,level only, there are an estimated
64 million participants. Roughly 18 million (28 percent)
are enrolled in schools and colleges, compared to the
46,million (72 percent) learnlog.through non-school
organizations (Peterson et al., 1978, p. 1-9).



If we exclude the 42 million learners engaged in compulsory educa-

tion as well as the'10 million students enrolled TW pre-primary education

and even the 11 million participants in undergraduate, graduate and

professional education, we are left with a sizable group of 53 million

learners, many of whom would fit the NCES definition of adult participants -

individuals 17 years or older who are not fill -time students in high school

or college. The 53 million learners do not even include those persons

relying on individually used learning resources (of whom there are

millions, according to Tough and Penland), nor does it include figures

for all those who engage in "unintentional learning," as this is "kind of
od

a fact of life." In- this paper, we will address ourselves to the

somewhat more, quantifiable area of adult learners engaged in deliberate

education and training in both school and non-school organizations.

ortunit o What? Some Back round

Adult learning programs; as formal endeavors,, involve eve_
topic, are located everywhere, utilize every means, and
are aided by almost every major agency in American
(Roger DeCrow, "Programs and Providers of Adult Education:
A National Overview", cited in DREW, 1977a, p. 15).

.Regardless of the wide range. in estimates 'of the number of adult

learners, it is clear that millions of American adults are taking

for further education and` trainingadvantage of the available opportunitie

in this country. They are choosing from an ever widening smorgasbord -of

traditional and,non-traditional offerings in :an effort to get a promotion,
k

find a new job, meet new people, launch a seisond care or pursue a

personal interest. All this has been happening within a larger context of

increasing public discussionand activity regarding "lifelong learning,"

"recurrent education," and "continuing education," among a score of other

phrases moving in and out of uSage. How does our cfakcern for worklife

16



education and training fit into this larger context?

We begin by examining, what is meant by some of the new and not-so-new

terminology surrounding the concept of education over the life span.

"Lifelong learning," as defined by the Lifelong Learning Project of the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, "refers to the process by

Which individuals continue to develop their knowledge, skills and

attitudes over their lifetimes" (DREW, 1978a, p_ 2). The importance of

this concept is fither'spelled out in Title I, Part B of the Niger

Education Act of 1976, as follows:

The Congress finds that--
"(1) accelerating social and technological change have had

impact on the duration and quality of life;
"(2) the American people need lifelong learning to enable

them to adjust to social, technological, political and
economic changes;

"(3) lifelong learning has a role in developing the poten-
tial of all persons including improvement in their personal
well-being, upgrading their workplace skills, and preparing
them to participate in the civic, cultural, and political--
life of the Nation;,

"(4) lifelong learning is important in meeting the needs
of the growing number of older and retired persons;....

The Lifelong Learning Act, as the above legislation is, called, goes

on to enumerate the s_

not limited to,

lifelong- learning as inel4sive of, but

adult basic education, continuing education, indePendent-
study, agricultural education, business education and labor
education, occupational education and job training programs,
parent education, postsecondary education, pre-retirement,'
and education for older and retired people, remedial
education, special education programs for groups or for
individuals with special needs and also educational
activities designed to upgrade occupational and-professional
skills, to assist business, public agencies, and ether

,organiiations.in the use.of innovation and research result
and to serve fatally needs and personal development:

Proponents of "recurrent education," another term in popular use

during the 1970s, view learning ar0.edncation from the not dissimilar



perspective of the need for "a lifelong process 02 assimilation ofnew

knowledge and experience at the service of a continuous openness to new

situations and of enhancing people's ability to take their destiny into

their own hands... (Mushkin, 1973). They too stress the increasing

complexity of modern society and the growth of technology as mandating

the need for a structure which will allow for alternating incidental and

informal learning with more formal, intentional educational bppo tur4ties.

Recurrent education is sometimes offered as an alternative"to the

traditional "front -end educational load model," in which "education is

treated as an input of human capital that generally takes 7..lace during

an individual's pre-productive years," i. e., during childhood and youth

(Stein and Miller, 1972, p. 1). The concept of recurrent education as a

system for acquiring segments of knowledge ad skills eginning at the

completion

the option

Educational

Cooperation

of compulsory education and continuing over the lifespan at

of the individual _has been advanced by the Zentar for

Reform and' innovation '(CERI) of the Organizatir n for Economic

and Development (OECD) as an altern tive to the traditional

education-atIone-sitting-for-the-young approach that is increasingly

coming into question.

"Continuing education" has historically encompassed a variety of

definition Until recently,-continuing education was frequently a

reference to formal in truction for6professiotals, such as doctors and

teachers, particularly for purposes of relicen u

In the last decade, hoWever, the phrase has taken on

certification.

a broader definition,

as evidenced bY-Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-329,

as amended):

18



...the term 'continuing education program' means poqtsecondary
instrultion designed to meet the educational needs ald
interests of adults, including the expansion of available
learning opportunities for adults who are not adequately
,served by current educational offerings in their communities.

In addition, many colleges and universities have adopted the continuing

education unit (CEU), which indicates ten hours of participation in an

organized education program not creditable toward a degree. These t'nits

serve as a marker or reward for accomplishment outside the formal degree,

structure.

The' idea of providing education, training, and _earning opportunities

for adults is by no means a recent innovation in this country. General

extension courses have been offered in the U.S. since Preaident Van Hise of

the University of Wisconsin stated in 1906 that "the boundaries of the

campus must be coterminous with the boundaries of the State" (Ziegler,

1979, pp. 8-9). The process of citizenship education for new immigrants,

the popularity of night schools among those who wanted a. high school

diploma.but had to work long hours in order to make a living,land the

venerable cooperative extension service available, to those trying to live

off the land all-attest to the value-working Americans have placed on

continuing their learning beyond the traditional formal limits as does

local, state, and federal ,government assumption of responsibility for

providing learning opportunities for adults. What seems to'be a recent

deVelopment, however, is the growing sentiment that access_ to further

education and training is no longer-simply a privilege of the already

privileged among us (in terms of levels of education and income) but is

a need -- some would even say-- "right" -- of alllAmerican workers and

would-be workers desiring Such opportunity.

One indicator of the growing interest in adult learning can be

found in the increasing &vibe* of adults who are, articipating in

-9-



edtlication, according to in orme ion provided to the National-Center -for

EdUcation Statistics by the Bureau of the Census as part of its Current

Poulation Surveys in 1969, 1972, and 1975. In 1957, a little over eight

million peRple reported that they had taken part in some form of adult

educational activity, representing 7.6 percent of the total eligible

adult population.' In 1969, that figure increased to slightly more than

thirteen million participants or 10 percent of the population. Data for

1972 indicated that over fifteen and a half million people, or 11.3 percent

of the population, had been engaged in a structured learning activity,

while the latest figures available (1975) show that more than 17 million

people,- representing 11.6 percent of the population, participated in

part -time organized learning. Clearly, more end more adults are taking

advantage of thelexisting opportunity structure to.obtain new knowledge

and skills, as well as locating learning resources in a variety of

institutions and organizations.

SoUrces of Education-and T a inin t, {crrtunit in the United States

The range of education and training opportunities currently

available- to-American adults is considerable and is offered by a wide

variety' of institutional' providers. This paper uses the Sources of

EduCation and' Learning (SEL) typology proposed in- Toward Lifelong

Learning in America to set forth the estimates regarding-participants,

which we have collected, wherever possible, from the latest available

data sources. We are particularly interested in piecing together

*As referenced earlier, adult education as defined by NCB is only
"organized learning."
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the sources -f "deliberate education and learning" in the SchoolS and in'

the non-school organizations, which are categorized in this paper as

follows:

- Elementary and secondary schbols (through Adult Basic
Education)

- Public and Private vocational, trade, and business:schools

Public and private two-year colleges and vocational/
technical institutes

- Public and private four-year colleges and universities
(including extension and continuing education program

- Private employers (business and industry)

- Government agencies (federal, state, and local)

- Military (- raining and voluntary education)

- Federal manpower programs

- Agriculture cc operative extension service

- prof sionel adsociations

- Labor organization_
and t-FnFeTATt7a

( ncluding'labor education, registered

- Community Anfixeligious organizations

Free universities

- Correspondence instruction

- Private instruction (tutors)

How many adults are participating in each of these categories can

only be estimated; as Table A indicates, the estimates range from a low

of 37,215,000 to a high of 73,253,000 participants= in deliberate educa-,--

titan and training opportunities (excluding-individually used sources).

NAN
.

closer look at the education. and training providers and the number of

users n each category will giVe us somejdea of where the majority of,.

adult-learner- are clustered and what institutions are currently respond-

-----bgto ng population.
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TABLE A.

THE STRUCTURE OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING OFFORTUW/TY: NUMBER
PARTICIPANTS BY INSTITUTIONAL FROVIDERZ/'

INSTITUTI PROVIDER Number of Participants Year Data Collected

OF L`..1-

Source of Information

Elementary o' secondary schools 1,626,000 1976 NCES 1979
Adult Basic Education ' 660,000 1975 NCES 1978d .

Vocational, trade, or business schools 1.469.000 1975 NCES 1978d'
Public_" 814,000 1975 NCES 1978d
Private 628,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Two-year college or voc/tech institute 3,020,000 1975 NCES 1978d
Public 2,790,000 1975 NCES 197fd
Private, 196,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Four-year college or univere y 3,257,000 1975 NCES 1978d
Public 2,358,000 1975 NCES 1978d
Private 904,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Private business and industry 5,800,000 1976 Lusterman 1977
2,605,000 1975 NCES 1978d
5,900,000 1972 Carp at al 1974
16,000,000 1972 Carnegie 1973

Public sector employees al
. 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 1978 Smith 1979

Government employers.-
Federal government
State and local governments

Military employer
Military training
Voluntary education

41.367.000
556,000
732,000 to 1.464,000

1,825,000
1,250.000

_

1975
1977

1978

1976
1976

NCES 1978d
-on 1979
Smith 1979

DOD 1976
DOD .1976575.000

1976 , DOD 1976
Labor organizations /Professional

associations 6,100,000 1977 Peterson 1978
1,035.000 1975 NCES 1978d:Union labor education 75,000 1977 ,-Peterson 1978Register. appren_irestrips--- 7-300400- 1976 DOI 1977Unregistered apprenticeships 200,000 1977 ----Ykre=rwarr--19-71---

Community organizations 7,400,000 1977 Peterson 1978
1,784,000 1975 NCES 1978d
1,996,000 1972 Oakes 1976
10,968,000 1972 NCES 1974
4.200.000 1972\ Carp et al' 1974
10,000,000 1970 Carnegie 1573

Federal employment & training progs. 4/ 5,310,000 1976 DOL 1977

Cooperative extensiori.service 11.0000000 to 14,000,000 1975 USDA 1976

Correspondence instruction 5,000.000 1976 .Macken et Al 1976
606,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Private instruction 1,184,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Other 5/ 1,319,000 1975 NCES 1978d

Note: The f emat for this chart is based on Nolfi, 1977, Table 14, R. 23a.

1/ Includes'Includes' persons 17 years of age or older.
/

-Mhere more than one source of data isavailable, alternate figures and sources are cited.
3/

Excluding military.

4 /Includes
on-=the-job training, institutional training, vocational 7ehabllitat n, work experience,, and

public sector employment programs.

Includes-frie universities, city recreation departments, peeks and forests programs, etc.
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Adult Education in Elentar and Seconda

Adult education4,rograms can be found in most school districts

throughout the United States. These programs are aimed primarily at

those' adults who did not complete elementary or secondary school and who

wish to earn a high school diploma. Usually the course of study consists

of preparing students to take,and pass the General Education Development

(GED) tests. In 1977, 517,847-persons took the up exams, and 361,124 of .

them passed. Sixty percent of those who took the tests were 20 or older,

with the average age of the candidates being 25. Almost 40 percent of

the candidates indicated that they were taking the exams in order to gain

entrance to additional education or training programs (GED Teating

Service, 1977). All Basit_Education (ABE) courses,_whickosupport

achievement of fundtional literacy, with primary focus on those with less

than a fourth grade. education, serve about one-third of adult education

participants'in elementary and secondary schools; these courses are aimed
A

at eliminating illiteracy and are funded, through the states, by the
. -

federal government in the amount of $100 million in FY 1979, under the-

Adult Education Act-b1-19-66-and-amendments. Other adult education school

programs offer "English-as-aSecond-Language" courses for nonEnglish-

speaking immigrants as well as,a_vAriety of_occupational/skill dOurses,-

most of which are non-credit-bearing. The majority of these programs

are-supported.by funds, from local and state revenues ($43 million in

. 1976), in addition to the,federal ABE allocations. Most -f the offerings

are available at no or low cost to the participant, who typically

attends the course at night in a local elementary, junior high, or high

school. The numbe' of participants is indicated in Table B.



TABLE B.

. ADULT EDUCATION IN ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY' SCHOOLS PARTICIPANTS AND FUNDING

Number
of

ogam. Participants

Adult Basic Education 660,000

All other elementary and
secondary programs'

Funds Year Data

Allocated Collected

Sioa,000,000 1975.

966,000 . 43,000000 1976
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What are the educational and o economic benefits of these programs

for those who participate in them? According to the 1979 edition of

The _Condition of Education, "Through adult basic and secondary education

programs, (in FY 1976) 118,071 participants received an eighth grade

diploma, 128,886 entered high school, and 114,222 enrolled in other

education." In additiOn, 18,983 persons were removed from public

assistance, 61,610 found jobs, and 44,502 found better employment (pp. 198-

199). This record is particularly impressive in view of the fact that
ca

while the number of participants in public school adult education

courses may be small, it represents many of those adultqwho are most in

need of educational assistance in order to obtain the minimal credentials

--neCessary for entering the labor market. Those adults who already have
0

the high school diploma or equivalent would be most likely to turn else-

where in their search for Urther education and_training opportunities.

Postsecondary Schools

Information on the number of individuals enrolled in education-and

training programs at postsecondary institutions is difficult to ascertain,

due primarily to the-varying and frequently overlapping definitions'

employed by different 'surveys. In the 1975 survey, for example, the

NCES breakdown of adult participation, based on what institution sponsored

tfie learning activity, was as follows:
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Institutional $sponsor

A. b "Vocational, trade, business
or flight, school

Publicly controlled

2. Privately controlled

Two-year community college, junior
college, or technical-vocational
institute

Public

Private

Four-year college or

1. Public

. Private

y

Nuiber of Participants

1,469,000

814,000

628,000

1,.020 000

2,790,000'

196,000'

3,257,000

2'358 000

904,000.

above figureS

business- and According to :the

more adult participants were enrdiled'in public vocational,
.

tied', business, and flight schools in 1075 than in their

private counterparts.. Moo dingto a 1978 NcEOsurvey of enrollments

and programs in noncollegla e postsecondary schools, however, out 'of .a.

total, enrollment of 1,170,328 studenta, 819,940 par icipants were enrolled

An-private institutionsa while only 350,3884vere:enrolled in public schools.

The data are not comparable, unfortunately- due to two factors tne_first

ofle 7 ,4eing that the 1975 surVey wasxondUcted of individuals, while the 1978

study involyed in titutional responses an& the secand,one,beini differing

definitions.

f1 htschools

school

The 1975 survey inalUded "vocatiOna1,4rade,-busines_
. -----_,

while thdefinitionefinition of non-collegiate postsecondary

ith occupational programs in I978,inCluded schools classifed

ai "vocational /technical,
tschnical,institutensiness/cOmmercial

metology/barber,, flight, trade, arts/design;.hospital, allied h

and other." 'Accofding eo the 1978 institutional-survey,.there were

or



twice as many students enrolled in the private schools despite the fact

that the tuition rates for the rivate schools were almost five times as

ouch as the public schools, as indicated in Table C.

And allimgding to yet another report, there were a total of

3,066,000 students enrolled in noncollegiate postsecondary schools in

October 1976. Some of the more detailed findings of this study revealed

that over 60 percent of the women and more than 80'percent of the men

enrolled were employed full-time. In addition, 55 percent of-all the

employed enrollees werh working -ful1-time and attending school full-time

(PHEW, ICES, 1/8e).

Adults generally enroll in nOncollegiat--7 postsecondary schools for

and of two readon first-, to gain employment or career-skills which will

enable them to secure a job or move ahead in their present one or, second,

to pursue a personal'interest related to leisure-time,avocations, such,a-

dance, music, karate, etc. In regard to the effectiveness of both the

private and public school; in serving the career needs of their students,

evidenbe to date is ,mixed, at best. In his 1974 Study, Wilms found that

only two out of ten graduates from both public and proprietary schools

who choose professional or technical-level-training ever got thd jobs they

were preparing for.. Eight out of ten graduates from lower-level clerical

or service worker programa got jobs in their fields but, except for

secretaries, barely earned the federal minimum wage. WiIis also found

that public and private-school graduates had about the Same occupati4nal

successor, more accurately, lack of it. He concluded that "post-
.

secondary occupational education, both public and private, maintains

class and income inequalities rather than overcomes them" (Wilms, 1974



TABLE C.

ENROLLMENTS AND CHARGES IN NON COLLEGIATE
POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS WITH OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS BY

PROGRAM AREA, 1978_

enrollment Averme* Charges
Program Area Public- Private Public Private

Agri-business 4,220 1,738 $ 326 $ 2,514
Marketing /distribution 13,573 168,355 310 926
Health occupations 55,565 91,203 454 1,664
Home'economics. 6,406 '1,182 344 1,149
Business/office... . 6 77,671 =189,576 270 1,821
Technieal..... . ..... 22,812 _88,533 586 2,317
Trades and industry 170,141 279,353 315, 1,155

TOta16.66,666:6 . 66s6..0 350,388 819,940 $ 345 ,.616

Source: The Cond Educe 1979, p. 102.
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Nolfi, on the other hand, asserts that the curriculum and quality

of instruction offered by the private schools are comparable to those in

degree-granting institutions, that the graduates of these programs do as

well as graduates of comparable programs in degree-granting institutions,

and that the private vocational schools have higher completion rates

( Nolfi, 1977): This is particularly significant, according to Nolfi, "for

it has been shown that proprietary schools tend to attract students from a

somewhat lower rata- [sic] in socio-economic and verbal ability terms

than do the public vocational schools and community colleges" (ibid, p. 28).

According to at least one source, the noncollegiate schools,. both

public and private, will expand in the 1980s with the emergence r new

occupational fields which require extensive education and training, such

as data processing, administration, and human services, with substantial

growth in the areas of allied health fields, office occupations,

cosmetology, and barbering,(Koester, 1979, pp. 98-100).

Two -year colleges and vocational/technical institutes. ,Two-year

postsecondary institutions generally fall into one of four categories,

representing various institutional arrangements and educational

philosophies: (1) the junior college - a two-year institution offering

a program acceptable toward the B.A. degree as well as a liberal arts

program for those not interested in pursuing a B.A., and occupational/

career training in specific job areas; (2) the branch campus - a two-year

institution offering a program acceptable tow d the B.A. and directly

affiliated with a state university; (3) the technical institute - a

two-year institution requiring a high school diploma or equivalency f-

admission and emphasizing occupational programs; and (4) the vocitional-



technical center - a school which offers occupational programs almost

exclusively and does not require a high school diploma for entrance.

The percent of participants in adult education enrolled in these

institutions has increased substantially, 11.9 percent in 1969 to

16.4 percent in 1975 (DREW, NCES, 1978b). A variety of factors make these

institutions appealing to adult learners including the range of courses

offered, their accessibility, and the flexibility of scheduling.

According to Godfrey and Holmstrom (1970), the continuum of

educational philosophies represented by these schools ranges from immediate

job preparation, stressed most by the vocational-technical centers, through

dual purpose institutions represented by the junior colleges and technical

institutes, to concentration un preparing students for transfer to a

four-year school by the branch campuses. Currently, enrollments in

occupational programs surpass those in transfer program6 (Gleaner,
1979)-.

In regard to the _population served by these institutions, the full--

time population, as would be expected, is predominately young. In the

survey conducted by Godfrey and Holmktrom, of the 95 schools in the sample

nearly half reported that 70 percent or more of their full-time students

were under twenty years of age, although almost three- quarters of the

school reported some full-time students who were forty or older. The

part -tide students were generally older; 60 percent of the 'part-time

student In branch campuses, 75 percent of those in junior colleges, and

95 percent of those in technical institutes were twenty or older

(Godfrey and Holmstrom, 1970, pp. 18-19).

Anther Significant finding of the study was the fact that.almost

75 of the male students and over 50 percent of the female students

were enp oyed. Not only was there a high rate of full-time employment
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among part-time students (85.1% for males and 48% for females): the

average work week for full-time male students was 26 hours, for female

students - 20 hours.

What can we learn from this information? First of-all, it is clear

that the two-year postsecondary school-population is a working population,

with particular interest in the occupational pay-off of the programs they

are enrolled in. Secondly, it appears that the two-year colleges are

serving an extremely varied clientele "consisting of adults (the average

age of community college students is twenty-seven), women, minoritie

and the 'disadvantaged,' as well as substantial numbers of conventional

postsecondary students" (Wirtz, 1975).

Community and junior colleges offer courses in career retraining

a d updating, for those currently employed as well as those seeking to

enter or re-enter the labor market. Because the majority of the two-year

schools are publicly supported, tuition and fees are generally low and

affordable and because of their liberal admissions policies, they may be

particularly attractive to those would-be adult learners who have not

fared well within the 'traditional formal education system. These factors

help explain the phenomenal growth which occurred between 1967 and 1977,

when the public two-year institutions nearly doubled their share of total

enrollments in institutions of higher education, totaling-3,913,090

students in 1977, or 34.3 percent of "all the students enrolled in

institutions of higher education in the United States (The Condition of

Education, 1979).

Four-year colleges_ and universities. Both the two -year. co_ unity

and junior colleges and the_four-year colleges and universities are increas-

ingly,drawing from an older clientele, as evidenced by the repent shift



in age distribution of all college students between October 1972 and

October 1976, according to Bureau of the Census data. The data show that

(a) the number of persons under 25 years of age is decreasing as a

percentage of the total enrollment and that (b) there have been .significant

increases in the number of people enrolled from older age groups, as

represented in Table D.

While the enrollment of persons under 25 decreased from 72 to 67

percent of the total college population, those from 25 to 29 years old

`went from 5.8 to 72 percent, and those 35 years old and over went from

8.6 to 10.7 percent. Much of the larger increase can be attributed to

the growing number of women 35 and over enrolling in college; their

actual number rose from 418,000 in 1972 to 700,000 in 1976, an increase

of 67;1 percent. In sum, there has been a 44.6 percent increase in

enroliMent figures for those aged 25 and. over. In aggregate terms,

both the two-year and four-year institutions now find themselves in the

position of relating to an older clientele.

According to the 1975 NOES adult education survey, four-year

colleges and universities are the course spins s most frequently cited

by participants in adult education who are not full-time.studenta in high

school and college. .0ver,19 percent of adults participating in adult

education (or 3,257,000 individuals) are enrolled in fotiryear colleges

or universities, although the percentage has been declining, due perhaps

the increasing number of two_year colleges and Community organizations

offering adult-oriented courses.

.Colleges and universities have long been involved in the further

education of adults thrOughtheircontinuing education and extension

departments, Approximately 1,230 fouryearJnatitutions of higher



TABLE

THE AGE STRUCTURE OF COLLEGE ENROLLMENT:
1972-1976

Percent-

72.0

71

32

31

25.5

57.2 07.0

:A
UNDER 25

25 AND OVER

3.

Source: The Di eat of EducatiOn Sta ipt s

1977-78, p. 91.



education operate such programs or variations thereof (DREW, 1977b).

In general, the range of courses is broad and varied, although usually

not degree credit. According toPeterson et al., the participants in

these programs are usually well-educated and fairly well-off, while the

programs are generally supported almodt entirely from student fees. These

fees vary considerably, depending on whether the course is for credit or

not and whether the institution is public or private. It is interesting

to note that the number-of four-year institutions with extension /continuing

education programs has more than doubled since 1967-68, while the number

of non-credit participants, on a national basis, declined slightly during

the same period (Peterson et-al., 1978). This increase in extension/

continuing education programs may reflect recent moves on the part of

these institutions to attract a new clientele to offset declining

enrollments at the undergraduate level.

The data on adult education participation do not include those

adults who are full-time students at either the undergraduate or graduate

level, yet increasingly access to these options is being opened up to

adults, as admissions qualifications are eased, traditional programs are

restructured, and Classes are more conveniently scheduled and located to

meet the needs-of a wider variety of students.,

Colleges and universities areproViding more learning opportunities

for'adults through two separate approaches: adapting the delivery -of

traditional- programs to accommodate a non - traditional- student population

and offering nontraditionalTrograms to: both traditional_ and .non-

,traditional students. Some of,the_modifications.being made to the

tradiiiribal course offerings include:



SchedulingclasseS at times other than during the morning or

afternoon, when the majority of adults are at work. Moye classes

are now being held at night or even on weekends.

2. Offering classes at locations. other than just the main campus.

Courses are being given at regional campus centers as well as

libraries, employment sites,. union halls, and even on commuter

trains!

Using the media to transmit courses, lectures, and reading

materials. A number of courses are being given through local

newspapers; others are televised and are shown, through the use

of cable TV, several times during the week. Another use of

television involves taping lecturesso that students may come in

and view the tapes at times convenient to their schedules.

4. Easing adiissions requirements and formal entry' qualifications

for certain courses of study, including the ,ranting of credit

for life experience.

5. Encouraging greater use of independent study, which'may be more

challenging and appropriate to the needs of adult learners.

Despite the fact that the great majority of colleges and universities

still expect their adult students to enroll in regular acadeMic programs

(Ruyle and Geiselman, 1976), over the last decade there has, been marked

growth in the development of non-traditional programs in colleges and

universities. These programs have been founded'on two basic principles:

"that opportunity,shoultrbe equal for all who wish.to learn and that

learning is a lifelong process unconfined -to one's youth or to campus

classrooms Gross et al J.476),.



In a study conducted for the Commission on Non Traditional Study in

1972, Ruyle and Gelselman found that:

Students in three out of four American colleges and universities
can earn undergraduate degrees entirely on a part-time basis.
(The figure for public community colleges is nine-out of ten --
more than any other type of institution.)

Part-time students are eligible for some financial aid in more
than half of the schools that allow them to earn degrees entire-
ly on a part-time basis, but one-third of the schools have no
financial aid for part-time students.

Separate counseling and advisement services for adults are
offered in less than 10 percent of the schools surveyed.

Of the programs' designed for non-traditional students, over
half were for housewives and working adults; while 48 percent
were aimed at special occupational groups, such as health
workers or government employees,

Sixty-two percent of the programs include occupational and
career preparation in the curriculum. Most of the occupational
preparation programs are off-campus courses of short duration
which lead to a certificate or to an associate or graduate
degree.

Nearly two out of thred programs use some form of technological
teaching aid, such as tape cassettes, programmed instruction,
videotapes, and talkback TV.

The overall implications of this survey are somewhat disturbing.

Despite the statement that "'there is something for everyone somewhere

in4the accredited colleges and universities across the United States,'

the authors conclude that

in many institutions that claim to welcome the part-time or
adult student, thq special needs of these potential students
are not being met needs for lower fees, special counselors,
counselingfinancial,aids, business'and Iob placement, offices
open at times whenTthe\student is on campus, child care,
grants, work-study jobs.\ More community colleges than other
institutions try to provide for the needs of part-time and
adult students (Ruyle and Geiselman,'1976, p. 91).

To the best of our knowledge, there\are no comprehensive directories

of

\ ,

available non-traditional programs and practices for adults in the

United States. We do know that non-traditionaljearning opportunities



include a broad spectrum of activities at the po'stsecondary level. Some

of these options open to adult learners through four -year colleges and

universities include:

Independent study '(full-time/part-time
Three-year B.A. degree
Individual learning contracts
External degrees
Internships/work-study programs

'Correspondence or home study courses
Tutorial study courses
Televised instruction
Computer-assisted instruction
Cassette-based courses

In addition, credit may be granted for such diverse experiences as:

:Learning in proprietary schools
Learning in industrial/in-service training progra s
Study ,abroad -

Learning,in community-based groups
Volunteer work
Employment-experience
Artistic achievement
Military service
Learning in the milita

Other services which may -be offered to adult learners include:

Special counseling for adults
Child care services
Credit by examination without course enrollment requirements
Admission for adults over the age of 25 without a high

school diploma or equivalency,pertificate

Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of the

options cited above in any great detail, it will be useful to examine, if

only briefly, some of the more recent developments and their particular

suitability in meeting the learning needs of adults.

One of the most frequently cited forms of nontraditional post-

secOndary education for adults is the external degree program. Houle

(1973) defines the external degree as"o e awarded to an individual on the

baiis of some program preparation (devised either by himself or by an

educational institution) which is not centered on traditional patterns of
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residential collegiate or university study" (Hou 1973, p.9). He goes

on to differentiate further among three types of external` degrees:

The extension degree...is one awarded on completion of a coherent
and complete traditional degree program...at a time or place
accessible to those who cannot come to the campus or whose other
responsibilities make it necessary for them to spread their
study over a longer period than does the student on campus. In
admission, instruction, evaluation, and certification, few or
no changes are made (Ibid, p. 88).

The adult degree...was developed in'the belief that adults...are
so different from young people that a program of studies
designed for men and women should be based at every,point on
theil maturity. Such a.degree may depart completely from
traditional patterns...or it may mix new elements with old
ones.,.(Ibid, p. 89).

The third-generation external degree, emphasizing assessment and
demonstration of competence, is developing on the basis that one
or more of the traditional procedures of higher education -
admission, teaching, evaluation, certification, or licensure -
can be so modified or separated from the others that the actual
learning of the student, rather than his completion-of formal
requirements, can become the center of attention and the basis

the awarding of the degree (Ibid, p. 90).

An example of this latest "third- generation" external degree program

is the New York Regents External Degree, which requires only preparation

for (in any way the student chooses) and successful passage of a set of

examinations. People from the ages of 19 to 74 have participated in this

program across the country. More than 85 percent of th

are employed on a full -time basis, with most

participants

of them'serving in the

military or as nurses, followed by teachers, business people, police, and

homemakers. Currently, 1_ 000 are working toward a Regents External

Degree; 5,000 have already graduated. The cost of obtaining the degree

varies, dependent on how the necessary credits are earned; if entirely:

by examination, costs range from $400 to $850 (Gross,. 1977b, pp. 1k17).

According to Houle's assessment, "this program breaks profoundly with

the past so far as every major procedural point is concerned" i.e., there



are no formal admissions requirements; all effective methods of learning

are acceptable; and accomplishment is measured by a variety of methods

(Houle, 1973, p. 97).

Many external degree programs have patterned themselves closely

Great Britain's successful Open University model, using a combination

of seminars, TV and radio instruction, and correspondence material. At

Empire State College, established by the State University of New York-Ail

-1971, students may design their own programs, working closely under

learning contracts with regular faculty members or faculty from other

institutions and with tutors affiliated with one. of- .Empire State's 33

learning centers and units across New York State. As of March 1979, over

5,000 students had graduated from the College; and 3,200 were currently

enrolled. For those students desiring more structure than that offered

by learning contracts, Empire State has developed the Center for Distance

Learning for those who cannot or prefer not to attend classes. Structured

degree programs are made available through the Center, using educational

materials that have been specifically designed for those rho will be

leirhing nt a distance." Study materials developed by the British Open

University have been adapted and offered to small groups who have also had

regular access to a tutor on a twice-weekly group study basis and to

supplementary study materials. Currently, cooperative arrangements a

being developed within the State University and with other institutions

0

in hopes of increasing the range of courses and degree programs fered

through the Center for Distance Learning (The British Open University

Foundation, 1979. pp. 1-3).

In a 1977 study designed to learn more about external degree

programs and the characteristics and experiences of degree holders, the



Bureau of ocial Science Research identified '244 external degrt programs

in 134 colleges and-universities. 'In 1976, these programs enrolled

approximately 54,000'students; since their founding (mostly since 1972),

4600 A.A. and 14,000 B.A. degrees have been granted. A survey of 1500

degree recipients provided the following e indicating-program

orientation toward students with basically traditional interests and

The B.A. graduates were'ptedomirately white,, male,, thirty to
forty years old, married, and working in professional or
sub-professiOnal occupations.

Four out of five students had been enrolled previously in a
traditional degree program.

In response to why they chose an eternal degree program rather
than a traditional one, most Of -the respondents mentioned the
chance to receive credit for'all prior college course work; the
ability to maintain a regular work schedule,: and flexible
scheduling and part -time study opportunities.

Graduates
work exper

laced low value on being able to convert life or
ence into academic credits.

In regard to motivation, the satisfaction of having the d
was the highest ranked goal. Job-related benefits and the
opportunity to gain access to further education were eqUally

-rat- =secondary motivations lor external degree seekers.

In sum, the study 6ncluded that, contrary to what many

people believed,- external degree programs were being used mainly by

traditionally oriented degree seekers rather than offering-new

opportunities for previously unserved.studen

only a

These rograms represent

tiny_segment of a huge degree-granting enterprise; they seem to
serve extremely well a very dpecial groUp_of degr' e,seekers
who cannot be accommodated by traditional programs,or fenced
lb by bureaucratic and financial consideration$detigned for
a youriapr student population.. In fatt,.thesevrograMs
admiraTty serve the needs of ,an older, well-prepared clientele
(S4.1erp... 1979, p: 70).



One of the major innovative developments in bringing liarning to

the less traditional, not-so-well-prepared student is typified by the

University of-Mid-AMerica (UMA). Using-the medium of television, UN

broadcasts courses into the homes Of 4,000 students located in a

multi7state.regfon of the midwcst. To supplement; the telecasts, if

desired, the students have access-to radio lectures, audio-cassettes,

instructional mail kits, newspaper study lessons,.toll-free telephone

communications with teacher=s, and local learning centers. In early 1977,

thirteen courses were being offered in Nebraska alone, where students_ _ _

ranged in age from 9 to 87, with thd averagaageheing 37. 'There are no

admission requirements, and nearly half of the students have never

attended college before. Approximately 75, percent of the participants

:-Are women, most of whom are enrolled for credit. More than a third of

the students live in rural areas or remote .small towns. For these

learners', LIMA represents frequently the only opportunity to work toward a

college degree (Gross, 1977b. pp. 11 -12).

The University Without Walls (UWW), formally initiated in-1971,

calls itself "an alternative form of higher education," a "highly

individyalized form of-undergraduate education,'which abandons the

sharply circumacribed campus and provides for independent self-directed

study and work experience" (UECU Press Release p. 2). UWW is a *national

-network of nearly thirty U.S. colleges and universities that have

instituted UWW programs at their schools. In 1975, some 6,000 students,

ranging in age from 16 to 70, were enrolled in individually planned

.programs to obtain degrees based mainly on off-campus learning and

independent Study. Admissions policies vary according to individUal

schools, from libZcal to highly selective, but, once admitted, each



student follows a tailor-made program designed by the student and her/his

adviser.. Students have access to a variety of learning modes: regular

courses, field experiences, independent study, individual and group

projects, travel, and technological aids. Because there is no prescribed

curriculum or uniform time schedule, graduation takes place when the

student has achieved the learning. objectives agreed upon in designing

his/her program f study (University Without Walls, 1972, p; 4)..

In summary, then, at the postsecondary level, both collegiate and

noncollegiate education institutions seem to bq moving towards greaten

flexibility in accommodating diverse new populations,of would-be learners.

Practices vary significantly, however, as does the leiel of institutional'

responslveness to the special needs of adult workers in search of learning

opportunities within the postsecondary structure. Thus far, it appears

that the innovative approaches cited above represent, in most nstances,

isolated new departures from traditional delivery systems geared towards

traditional` student populations. With the decline in enrollment of

traditional students, more postsecondary education institutions will find

themselves in the challenging position of having to attract are older

clientele and adapt to the differing needs and expectations of this non-

traditional population.

Private Industry and Business

Attempts to determine the extent of education and t mining in

business and industry have resulted in a variety of con radio- _y

information, findings, end estimates. The one common area of agreement

among all the studies is the conclusion that much more formal (and

informal) education and training take place in the private sector than
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have been acknowledged-. and that far more funds are being expended than

have been recognized or recorded. The lack of a coordinated informition

recording reporting system, together with the reluctance of private

induStry to release such information to those outside the corporate

structure, results in a great lack of knowledge regarding the extent of

education and training opportunities within the private sector. As

Goldstein aptly states:

How much and what kind of training goes on, who gives it, where
it is given, who gets it, how much it costs and what good it
does have not been measured adequately in the United States.
This is interesting in view of the millions of workers
involved,, the billions of dollars spent, and the hoped-for
effects on productivity, worker-income, international compe
tiveness of the nation's economy, and equality of employment
opportunity (Goldstein, 1979, p. 20).

Among the problems encountered in attempting to determine training

activity in indus-ry-arethe following: (1) informal learning under:the

tutelage of a supervisor or fellow worker is not ineluded in any survey

employers; despite general agreement that this'is the most prevalent -

form of training - no- records are kept on this type of training; (2) few-

surveys contain a representative sample of companies - many,of the studies

Which have-been done have been conducted by surveying those firms whose

interest in training was such that it led them to join an assoc ation

concerned with training, whose membership was then surveyed; and '

(3) despite the fact that nonresponse in surveys usually indicates lack

of interest in and less prevalence of the characteristic being measured.-

among non-respondents, neither of thet most recent surveys on industry

training (Lusterman 1977 and BLS 1977) made any use of-inforMation

obtained from non-respondents, nor was there any effort to adjust. their

findings for non - response.



Having provided this somewhat bleak prefatory rcture, what can

we say about the extent of training and education provided by industry? The

Lusterman study reported on responses received from 22 percent of all firms

uith5OCior more employees engaged in training and education activities

for the period 1974-75. .The formal training modes were identified as

I) company courses, conducted by company staff or outside resources,

held on or off company premises, during or after work hours; (2) tuition-

aid programs, independently pursued by employees who receive full/partial

reimbursement from the company, usually attended at local institutions

of higher education after working hours; and (3) other outside courses,

usually offered by professional or trade organizations or corporate

trainers, taken during work hours.

The survey indicated that 89 percent of the responding firms

provided tuition-aid for after hoUrs CburseW 74 percent offered other

.outside courses during work hours; 70 percent provided company courses

during work hours; 39 percent offered' company courses after hours

(Goldstein 1979, p. 25). The survey, however, is not very clear regarding

the numbers of employees receiving training and theskind of training they

received, although the Table E provides some estimates.

As measured -by distribution of expenditures and number of employees

Participating, the most frequent type of training provided by firm with

500 or more workers was company courses during work hours. These courses

(and the percent of total-emploYees enrolled in them) break down as

follows:

*This finding is supported by the results of a recent survey-cbn
ducted, by the Atherican Management Society Committee of 500. Of 385
managers responding, 340 (88%) reported that their companies provided.
financial assistance to enable employees to pursue formal courses of Study.,
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TABLE E.

, I .

METER OF LOYBES RECEIVING TRAINING

AND EDUCATION OUCH PRIVATE INDUSTRY

BY TRAINING MODE

Percent of. ell paw in

Tra1011itlt Numher4 Eragatpants
FIPA01ti!goiies r.

Company. courses -Total: 4;411Il1on' Total. ~13/'

1,Durinlhouts 3.7 aiIlion
j],k

2. After' hours 700,000 .1%

Tuition aid programs 1,3 million

Other,outsida courses 600 000*_

Total: 6,3 million

Reproduced with permission.

Source: Lusterman, 1977

*Estimate based on cost figures by Goldstein 1979.
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4%

20%
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Management development /supervisory

Functional-technical (including production,
maintenance,` marketing, sales, admin-
stration, finance, personnel, etc.)

Basic remedial

Other

37%.

61%

10%

10%

Although tuition aia programs were reported as being offered by,

89 percent of the responding companies, only 2 percent of all employees

raining and-education, of which tuition.participated= in after -hours

-aid is one program, Approximately half of e companies,paid all the

costs of tuition, while. the rest paid either 50 or 75 percent, The

smaller firms in the survey favored tuition aid-and-other outside courses,

-lacking the numbers-or resources to provide in-house training thetaelxes.-

Two-studies provide Some information on t lasing in firms with

less than 500.employees*. A pilot study conducted in 1970 dovered the'

metal_- working industries,..electric power, and telephone,communications

industries with plants of 50 .or more employees. The survey found that

41 percent of the metal working plants responding-provided training for

speciffed- ccupations; only 32 percent of the small (50-249 workers).

plants had training-compared to 44 percent of plants with 250-999 workers

and 71 percentrof-those plants with 1,000+ employees, with similar

findings far the.electric plant-. (Neary, 1974).

The second Survey was conducted in 1974,of.,metaL caking niants. with

one or more employees of the training provided in 14 designated skilled

-raft- Findings.were-based on a 59 percent response rate, with no

reference to information obtained from 550 non-respondents. Only 15

*In bath studies, only formal programs for skill development were
included in the definition'of training.



percent of the plants provided training, with 134,000-workers (or about

10% of, all those employed,in the 14 occupations) enrolled in training

programs. Welders (34,000) and machinists (31,000) constituted the

largest groups of trainees. Approximately 78,000:workers completed -

training in-.that year The most common form_of_training was-On-the-job and

was'designed to qualify workers to enter skilled jobs rather than for

'skill imorovement-'Nearly-half7-f the onthe-job traineesvere

participating in apprenticeships(BLS, 1977).

summary,

Frpm these diverse surveys, made at Aifferant times'_ and-
a range of, size classes, allazy picture emerges: formal training
is provided by,a:gpod deal less than half of all firms,- but by
more than 8 out of 101arger firms; -and the number of workers
involved' in training in any- one year amounts to about one in,
five in large firms, and a smaller proportion in all gndustry.,
Training is mostly given in company-sponsored couries during
working hours. Training for skill development (as distinct ,

from orientation, the Iirm!s organization, safety, etc.) is
-only a pgit of the total. Mtioll of the formal skill training is
for management or other white collar skills; manual workers get
a disproportionately small share of formal training (Goldstein,
1979, p. 31).

Figures on employer expenditures vary widely, due, in part, to the

lack of records and the difficulties in enumerating the indirect costs

of training (e.g. overhead and trainees' salaries). In an attempt to

estima .0 the costs of education and training to business and industry,

Tracey enumerated that previous estimates ranged from that of Fritz

Machiup in 1962, $3, billion for 1958; Decarlo and Robinson in a Chase

Manhattan Bank report it 1962, $17 billion; Boozer in 1971, $20 billion:-

Otto and Glaser in 1970, $25 billion. Tracey went on to report that in

1972 Willard estimated total training costs of $700 annually per

employee in large firms 7 $200 in direct training and $500 in indirect

costs (including lost productivity). Using the 1971 annual average



number of employees of, private, non-farm, non-government establishments

(57,836,000)Tracey assumed that if two out of three employees received

-sonic tfainihg at-an average cost of $700, total industry expenditures.

would be about billi0h; if. three out of,five received training, the

cost would be approximately $24 billion (Tracey, 1974,:p. 11).

estiMateof total costs.tf employer-provided education and training in the'

U.S-; (including government,employees)-runs as high as $100 billion in

1975 (Gilbe 1976).

Lustertan estimates direct "costs at about $2 billion ($1.6 billion

internal programs and .4 for outside eat' ) for the large firms

surveyed,,,_ Goldstein estimates an additional $1 billion in direct training

costs for the rest of the private sector and,adds about $2 billion dollars

'in Salary costs Of trainees. After figuring in overhead costs and

additional salary costs for managerial and professional workers who

receive the bulk of training, Goldstein estimates a total training

expenditure of approximately $10 billion (Goldstein, 1979,P. 35).

Until an adequate recording and measurement syst6 is devised and

implemented, it is clear that we shall have to continue, to rely on the

varying estimates and conjectures put forth regatding the,extent of

education and training in business and industry. Recommendations for

developing such a system are proposed in the final ection of this

paper.

Government Employees

According to a recently ipleased study of training in the public

sector, there are approximately 19 million employees in the public sector

at the federal, state, and local levels (Smith 1979). This workforce



is composed of all federal employees, uniformed members of the four

military branches in the Department of Defense and Coast Guard, and

state and local government employees.

The study estimates that "between three and four million persons

receive governmentpaid and/or sponsored training and education annually,"

including those in the military. Spetific breakdowns by government

agency are presented in Table F. The study also estimates the total cost

of -this education and training activity at between nine and ten billion

dollars annually, including salaries of trainees, teechers, and support

staff' tuition, fees, books, travel,and pef-diem costs; overhead and,

administration; and investment and procurement expenses (Smith 1979).

The Office of Personnel Management (formerly the U.S. Civil Serviee,

Commission) maintains fairly extensive data on federal employee- training

and education, hileTtheDepartment of Defense keeps track for the military.

t.

Unfbrtunately, 'less information ia. available for other federal employee6

(the U.S Postal Service, Tennessee Valley, Authority, and Coast Guard),

and little is known about the training end education experiences of the .

12,000,000 people employed by state and local governments, although some

data are availablt'on local. government employees from a 1975 study and are

discussed later in this section.

For federal civilianemployees;.the objective of the learning

experience, from the government's point of view, is to increase efficiency

and effectiveness of operations by enhancing the skills, knowledge, and

capabilities of employees in the performance of their jobs. According

to 1977 data, the edUcation and training engaged in by federal civilian

employees involved further development of the employee',s technical

specialty in 29 percent of the instances, administration and analysis
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TABLE F.

ESTIMATES OF PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEE LEARNERS, 1978

Government Or anization Number of Learners

Federal civilian employees

Armed Forces

Military training=

Voluntary education program

Subto tal

515,000

1,590,006

5754000

(2,086,000)

Range of _Estimates

25% of Federal Rate - 50% of Federa

U.S. Postal Service, 37,500

nessee Valley Authority 2,700

State and local governments 731,000.

Subtotal (772,100

TOTAL 3,452,100

75,000

5,400

-1,463,800

1,544,200)

to 4,224,200

SOurces; Smith 1979, pp. 273; Peteraon'and'Associates, 1979,.p. 36.



in 19 percent, legal and scientific. topics in 13 percent, supervisory

principles in 11 percent, orientation to government service in_9 percent,

clerical skills in 8 percent, trades or crafts in 5TeiCent, and. -basic

literacy skills in 1 percent (Petersen et a1,1978).

Over 99 percent of the education and'training experieuces are of

'short duration, averaging 41 hours; 74 percent are performed in-house;

and 77 percent of those opportunities provided= outside the government
S

are standard academic courses. A finding of particular interest indicates

that blue collar federal employees kec ived only 8.7 percent Of the

education/training pt:ovided, although they represented 24 percent of the

population. The higher occupational status General Schedule (GS) employees

received over 86 percent of all edUcation/traIning provided,- while

comprising 71 percent of all federal civilian employees. It was also

found that those with higher GS ratings had proportionately sore

education/training experiences than those with lower ratings, a pattern

which appears to lend credence to the belief that those with less

education to begin with are less likely to obtain further education or

training and have less opportunity to do so.

In contrast to the objective of education/training for civilian

employees, the purpose of military training Is to adequately-train,

principally, incoming personnel to assume specific jobs in military units.

Characteristics.of this training are as follpws: over 33 percent of al

DOD military training is designed to provide initial orientation and

indoctrination; over 55 percent is specialized skill training; and over

95 percent is, designed to provide new skills to participants. DOD offe

over 7,000 different courses, ranging in length from five to twenty -five

weeks. Onany day of the year, an average of 214,000 people are in a.
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formal training course, with many people attending more than one

course in a given year.. Across the Lour military branches, over 90 percent

recruit training graduates go on to skill training schoo14.

In addition to the military training cited above, it is estimated
6

that about 575,000 service people participate in the Voluntary Education

Program, as -part -time students during their free time at some 1,000 .

cooperating colleges -and universities.' Each. branch of the military

operates its own programs, through cooperative arrangements with civilian

schools, with 75 percent of tuition costs reimbursed by the military.,

There are also three major programs that are open to learners, in all

four branches of the military: (1) the Defense;Activity for Non - Tradition

Education Support (DANTEt),-administers several credit-by-examination

programs including CLEF, ACT, SAT, and overseas GED and arranges for

respondence courses from civilian schools; the Serviceman's

Opportunity College (SOC) is a network composed of some 360 two-year and

four-year postsecondary institutions that offers flexible residency and

transfer policiesto service personnel (recently instituting an associate

degree program); and (3) the'American Council on Education's Office on

Educational Credit-publishes the Guide to the EVAlUation 6f Educational

Experiences in the Armed Se- -ices a three-volume series which serves, as- -
,

the Standard reference work for awarding credit for learning obtained

in the military (Peterson at al,.1978). Each of the branches also

offers high school equivalency programs, and in 1975, 80,000 servicemen
, -

and women received diplomas through these programs.

Unlike the-Department of Defense and the other federal agencies

the Postal Service does not callect detailed data on employee training,

despite the fact that (or perhaps because) nearly all postal service

5
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employees receive-some training during'Oei employment. Approk ately

7,000_moliagers are trained annually at special facilities- while the,

Postal 'Service Technical Center in Nor n, Oklahoma, provides 64 wide

ranging technical courses, to abodt 4,300, stuflenta each year. In addition

to the national training centers, there are about 200 Postal Empleyment

Development Centers nationwide', as well as over 500 different local

programs, but data on numbers., f train facilities are

not currently. available (Smith, 1979).

As with the Postal Service,., current data on numbers of trainees and

costs are not available from the Tennessee Valley1Puthority, Although a

one-shot survey conducted. In 1977 yielded the fo1loWing:numbers of

training instances:

Courses, seminars, and symposia-
Apprenticeship
Tuition reimbursements
Professional and technical'

meetings
Executive development

Total instances:

(Source: Smith 1979, p. 3-33

20,921
1,510 .-
.1,357.

399
28

-4,215

pertanen ployees receive training ip a variety.of fields

relating/to nuclear/hydro-electric, and cheMical subjects, while trades

d crafts employees " re offered apprenticeship training as well as

\ echnical training in those areas of skill and operation needed to main-
,

tain TVA facilities. The TVA is currently conducting study which may

lead to the greater availa ility.ef data regarding the actual numbers of

employees benefiting from the considerable training offered their

1
agency.
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There are no aggregate data available on training and education for

state and local employees. Several studies point to the State of California

as the only state that conducts an annual survey of state agencies in order

to prepare a training report to the Governor. According to the FY 1975

report, out of a total of 273,000, slightly more than 191,000 state

employees California were involved in some form of internal training.

In additiok, the State paid out more than $1,000,000 for education and

training p ded by outside sponsors (Seaton, 1977).

On the oca1 level, a national survey was conducted in 1975 of

cities of over 10,000 population by the International City Management

Association, with the following results:

o-thirds of all cities operate training/education programs.

Ninety percent provide on-the-job and specific skill development
programs; 79 percent provide supervisory training; 40 percent
offer programs in interpersonal relations; and 31 percent have
team-building programs.

Seventy-three percent of the cities use a college or university
to provide the education/training program, while other major
outside providers used include state agencies, private consult7
ants, and professional associations (Brown, 1975).

In total, as noted previously, it is estima -d that between three

and four million public sector employees receive. training and education

paid for or sponsored by federal, state, or local governments at an

approximate annual cost of nine to ten billion dollars. However,

deficiencies in the data, particularly at the state and local levels,

"clearly hamper. sophisticated analysis of public sector training" (Smith,

1979, p. 1-6).



niFederalErldTrathinProrams

he federal government, through its employment and training programs,

provides significant education and training opportunities, particularly

those who are most in need of them. These programs "(I ) operate

outside the no- al educational process, (2) provide skill training for

nonprofessional jobs, (3) provide services for less than one year and

(4) target on the disadvantaged or unemployed" (lpecial Anal, 1978,

p. 187).

Employment and training programs are classfied into seven major

categories. Of primarycencern to us here are: on-the-job training;

institutional training; vocational rehabilitation; work experience; and

public service employment. (The other two categories are labor market

services and program support.) On- the - b rainin progras provide

training for regular job openings by reimbursing employers for the addi-

tional costs of hiring~ disadvantaged persons, with the expectation' that

the employers will retain these workers after the period of reimburseMent.

Institutional training programs provide instruction in vocational skills

and job - related remedial education.in a classroom setting. Vocational

rehabilitation programs offer skill training, counseling, allowances,

and support services to help individuals overcome physical and mental

handicaps to employment. Work experience provides temporary employment,

.usually part -time, mainly for youth and older workers. Public service

employment kovides jobs (which are intended to be transitional) -, in the

public sector for persons-who need to acquire work habits and skills to

compete for regular jobs or who have trouble obtaining such jobs.

Although some federal programs fit entirely within one of the

above categories, programs such as CETA and WIN offer a range of these
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work and training options. In an effort to ascertain the number of people

served on an annual basis by these federal programs, Table G indicates

the number of individuals who entered the enumerated activities in 1976

under each of the major categories cited above. Unfortunately, the data

do not separate out education and training for all the categories, and

the data.for youth are combined with those for adults. Nonetheless, the

figures provide a rough idea of federally-sponsored education and training

program participants.

In addition to the federal prograNsi ed above, the Trade Act of

1974 specified that workers nadVersely affe by increased imports of

articles similar to those produced by the workers\ firms'::(i.e., workers

laid off due to decrease in sales or production) were entitled to

adjustment assistance benefits. These benefits include training and

related services, where it is determined that "suitable employment (which

may include technical and professional employment) would be available if

the worker received appropriate training" (RailEjAilaEJLJ, Jan.

1975, p. 16). The Act goes on to specify that, wherever possible,

such training should be provided on the job.

.#According to recent figures released by the Department of Labor, out

of an estimated 366,000 eligible workers, approximately 17,000 workers

entered training between FY 1975 and FY 1978, with almost 14,000 completing

training during that same period. Types of training provided are similar

to those provided under CETA, such as machine tool, welding, secretarial,

,electronics, clerical, LPN,etc. These training slots are approved by

local employment service staff on an individual referral basis and..... vary

with labor market demands.
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TABLE G.

NEW ENROLLEES IN SELECTED FEDERAL
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

1976

CATEGORY

On- the -job training

Employment and training assistance
WIN
OJT for Veterans
Other

Subtotal

II. Institutional training

N ER OF NEW ENRO EES

164,000
27,000.
35,000
14,000

240,000

Employment and training assistance 583,000
WIN 34,000
Social service training 1,437,000
Other 28,000

Subtotal

III. Vocational rehabilitation

HEW vocational rehabilitation
Veterans' vocational rehabili

Subtotal

IV. Work experience

at on

2,082,000

395,000
18,000

412,000

Employment and training assistance 1,674,000-
Temporary employment assistance 76,000
Federal agency youth programs 34,000
WIN 17,000
Other 49,000

Subtotal

V. Public Service Employment

Employment-and training assistance
Temporary employment assistance
WIN

Subtotal

GRAND TOTAL
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oop

727-000
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In separate studies conducted by GAO, it was found that eligible

apparel workers in Pennsylvania rarely sought training under the Act and

that most New England workers covered by the Act received only income

maintenance; few benefitted from training.* In general, it appears that

only a small proportion of those eligible for training under the Trade Act

of 1974 actually took Advantage of this opportunity. "Obviously trade

adjustment assistance has not demonstrated the exemplary virtues of train-

ing and retraining hoped for in facilitating shifts in labor and output to

more competitive (or more productive) employments" (Stewart, 1979, p. 24).

Cooperative Extension Service Pronra

The State Cooperative Extension Services, through state and

land-grant universities, work cooperatively with the Extension Service of

the U.S. Department of Agriculture to provide educational services under

four program categories: agriculture and natural resources; home economics;

_A-H youth; and community resource development. These programs are

designed with the active involvement of local people, in an effort to

reflect local priorities and needs. Priority targets in most states

include farmers and ranchers, agriculturally related businesses, farm_and

rural families, and rural communities.

In general, Extension Service .bents use intensive individual and

group contact methods, supported by mass media approaches to farmers and

rural people, while mass media communication methods are most frequently

*Source: Conversations with Ola Reeves,\ ETA, DOL March 1979.

**The material in this section is taken frOm Cooperative Extension
Programs, Extension Service, USDA, Washington, D.C., June 1976.



uaed to serve urban consumers. In FY 1976, the federal outlay fo-

extension work totaled almost $229 million, while state and county

extension funds totaled almost $298 million, for a combined expenditure

of $527 million.

These funds were expended in serving the following participants within

each of the four program categories:

) 4-H Participants - In 1975, the number .of youth participating in

organized 4 -H Clubs and 4-H specia:1_ interest groups reached an all time high

of more than 4,033,000.. In addition, almost two million youth were enrolled

in other 4-H related programs and activities.

(2) Agriculture and natural resources program participan

Extension agents and special agents conducting adult extension programs

in agriculture and natural resources made 21.6 million contacts with

farmers in 1975 (each contact does not represent different individual).

Over 3,000 extension agricultural agents-and more than 3,000 specialis

and area staff members devoted 760,000 staff days as. follows: 70 percent

of their time went to commercial farmers; 25 percent to small and low-

income farmers; and 5 percent to home gardeners. The agriculture and

natural resources program includes education, crop and livestock production,

business management, marketing, and environment/natural resources.

(3) Home economics program participants - approximately 4,000

extension home economists, 7,000 pataprofessionals, and 700,000 volunteers

assist ten million families annually to "identify their needs, make

decisions, and utilize resources to-improve their quality of home and

family living" (USDA, 1976, p 17). Topics include food and nutrition,

family resource management, family life education, family health and

safety, and textiles and clothing.



i) Community resource development participants In 1975,the

Extension Service provided assistance to almost 51,000 community projec

conducted over 9,000 surveys and studies, and led about 55,000 workshops

and conferences, reaching some two million people through its community

development work. The prograu is designed to aid communities of 50,000

or less in making "sound community decisions that will increase economic

opportunities and the quality of life in rural areas" (USDA, 1976, p. 18).

Extension staff, particularly from area land-grant universities, work with

local government officials on analysis of community needs, program

strategies, human services, leadership skills, citizen participation, and

governmental effectiveness.

While there is no doubt that the Cooperative Extension Service

provides a wide array of education and training services to rural America,

in particular, it is almost impossible to determine the actual number of

people who learn through the Service in any particular year. Somewhere ,

between 11-14 million may be appropriate, bearing in mind that such a

figure would include brief, infrequent contacts as well as those of a more

concentrated or lengthy duration,

Professional Associations

Unfortunately for our purposes in this paper, the 1975 NCES survey

of participation in adult eaucation did not separate out professional

associations and labor organizations; they were combined into one category.

Therefore, the figure of 1,035,000 participants in courses sponsored by

"labor organization or professional association" put forth in the NCES

survey does not allow for further breakdown, Other figures are at best

incomplete but give us some idea of educational opportunities offered in
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each of these categories.

Professional associations are composed of member practitioners within

a particular occupational, group and are aimed at advancing the interests

of the occupation asa whole as well as enhancing the occupational

competence of its individUal members. These associations are organized on

a national, regional, State, or local basis and consist of such diverse

memberships as engineers, real estate brokers, doctors, secretaries, and

sociologists.

There has been no comprehensive survey of the education and training

opportunities offered,by these various associations, although we do know

a little bit about some of the offerings. In 1977, for example, The

American Society of Mechanical Engineers conducted what it termed

comprehensive survey involving a large majority of the major [engineering]

societies." The survey yielded 57 responses (out of 100 inquiries), includ-

ing all the major engineering and technical societies in the United States

and Canada. Of the total respondents, 86 percent indicated continuing

education programs were in operational, developmental,or4danning stages.

Those societies that indicated a program in the operational or developmental

stages represented approximately one million members. Taking into account

duplication of memberships, approximately 565,000, or 50 percent of the

total number of engineers in the U.S. hold memberships in Societies that

are conducting or developing continuing education programs.

The societies reported that in 1977 approximately 1,100 courses,-

generally one to three days Al duration, were,offered to about 30,000

attendees, only 45 percent of whom were members of the sponsring
.

organization. Cooperative arrangements with other societies universities,

and proprietary organizations were often concluded to assist in

\

the
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presentation of programs. The survey concludes that there is "a substan-

tial level of continuing education activity within these organizations"

and that "the goals of most organizations include the expansion of

continuing education in order to meet the current and future challenges

of technical change" (Greenwald, n.d., p.

Another major provider of education to its membership is the combined

American Management Associations with its 792 staff members, 7,500

lecturers and discussion leaders, 2,000 "formal educational programs,

and a budget of $31.8 million (Peterson et al, 1978, p. 1-26).

Clearly, it would be useful to learn more about the kinds of

educational opportunities offered by these professional societies to their

members as well as to interested non - members,' particularly if it is, in

fact, true that "the professional society utilizing its vast resources

of membership. education, technology, knowledge, and standards, can be a.

catalyst in the development of new programa; that will'meet the challenges

of technical obsolescence" (Greenwald, n.d., p. 1).

Labor Organizations

According to the Departuent of Labor, there are 224 national and

international unions in the United States, including professional and

state associations that are categorized as trade unions.- These organiza-

tions represent approximately 20 million workers, many of whom are

interested in obtaining further training and education and seek to do so

either with the assistance 'trough the auspices of their local union.

Peterson et al estimate that approximately 600,000 union members, or

three percent of the total membership, are involved in,education and

training through four major types of programs:



I. Apprenticeship progrms. Approximately 500,000 persons are

enrolled as apprentices in jointly operated labor-manngement programs.

Almost 300,000 of these are registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship

and Training in the Deparrtuient of Labor and receive federal funding.

(1:Itkayment and Traini Report f the President, 1978, p. 371). Peterson

et al and Swerdloff es -ate that there are perhaps 200,000 unregistered

apprentices in theU.S. As no records are maintained-for unregistered

apprenticeships, this remains a controversial and unresolved issue.*

II. Union education department courses. Approximately 75,000 union

members participate in courses and'institutes made available by union

education departments, independent of any school or other outside

institution. Most these offerings are " tool" courses, such as shop

steward training, leadership training, and contract analysis designed to

improve understanding of unionism and to help union members in their

duties as shop stewards and union administrators.

III. Labor studies -a-- There are two types of labor studies

programs: those offered through a university .or college and those centers

run by the unions themselves. According to Cray, there are forty-seven

institutions of higher education that offer a major or concentration in

labor studies, as well numrous part-time degree programs that have been

developed together with the unions (Charner, in press, p. 7). In particu-

,,

lar, unions are engaging in more and more coop ative ventures with

community colleges. In a 1977 survey, 214 community colleges,(or 41Z of

those responding) indicated that they had developed programs at the rOquest

of unions. These programs included apprenticeship training, retraining nvd

upgrading, and labor studies (Abort 1977). Among those unions

*Based on conversation with Sol Swerdloff,. Manpower and Education
Research ASsociates, June 8, 1979.
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actively prr rooting closer ties between local colleges and union members

are the 'United Auto Workers, the AFL-CIO Education Department, the

International Union of Electrical Workers, and the International Union of

Operating Engineers.

The labor studies centers run by the unions also offer both degree

and "tool" courses to their membership. The degree programs, de possible

through affiliations with accredited institutions of higher education, are

either in labor studies or liberal arts, with particular emphasis on

labor-related issues. Tuition' is generally free, as all of the union-

operated labor studies centers are either sponsored or supported by union

funds and offer programs designed exclusively for their members. Some of

the better known centers include the Walter and Mae Reuther Family

Education Center which offers education and training programs independently

of any institution of higher education; the GeOrge Meany AFL-CIO Labor

Studies Center which offers, in cooperation with Antioch College, an

external degree program; and the College of New Rochelle /District Council

37 program (of the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal

Employees) which " "represents the first accredited four-year degree program

on union premises in the history of America" (cited in Shore, 1979).

p.r Negotiated tuition-aid lens. According to the most recent data

available, about 1,600,000 workers are covered annually under 198 negoti-

ated tuition-aid plans in the United States (Charner et al, 1978).* Under

the terms of these plans, the company agrees to provide financial aid to-

employees in order to enable them to pursue courses offered on or off

company or union facilities. The most common form of tuition-aid is

tuition reimbursement or advancement, with the former predominating. These'

*Figures are negotiated tuition-aid plans in collective bargaining
agreements for 1,000 or more workers.
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plans pay for all or part of the tuition and related costs for employee

enrollment in education and training courses outside of the company.

In the majority of these plans, the education or training must be

job-related, must be comple satisfactorily, and must not involve

time-off from the job.

Another, less common form tuition-aid is educational leave and

leave of absence plans. Educational leave is provided to the worker to

pursue education or training during working hours for a specified period,

while leave of absence is generally for an extended period of time.

Paid educational leave provides employees with part or all of their

regular salary together with job security guarantees, while unpaid leave

provides only job security and seniority guarantees.

A third form of tuition-aid is the training fund plan, under which

employers set aside a specific amount of money per employee in a central

fund to finance education and training opportunities for their employees.

.Usually administered by a board of trustees as part of an industry-wide
.

or area-wide effort, these funds are sometimes used to establish a

training institute. Occasionally, these funds are administered directly

by the represented union, as in the case of AFSCHE District Council,#37

in New York City.

The last, and least frequently available form of tuition-aid, is

the scholarship and educational-loan program which offers financial grants

toorkers' for r education and training costs; the loans must be repaid

according to a fixed schedule while the scholarshipS are outright grants.

While tuition -aid. plans are generally available to a large number of

workers and their families, the limited studies that have been conducted

reveal that only a very small percentage and number of workers are taking



advantage of these plans. Those few studies examining worker participation

rates have placed rates at between 3 percent and 5 percent, with signifi-

cantly lower rates for blue-collar workers (Charner, 1979, p. 7). The

National Manpower Institute i,s currently conducting three demonstration

programs aims. at reducing barriers to worker participation and measuring

consequent increases in the numbers of workers engaged in tuition-aid

programs.

Community_ Organizations

In 1972, the National Center for Education Statistics conducted an

extensive survey, on adult education in community organizations. The

categories of 'organizations included: churches; other religious groups;

Y's and Red Cross; civic; social service; and cultural and other. It was

determined that about 66,770 (or 28.5%) of such organizations sponsored

.formal programs of adult instruction serving almost 11 million participants

(see Table H).

In addition, the NCES survey found the following percentages of regi

trants by content area in the community prganization sponsored programs:

Community issues 30.9%
Religion 29.3*
Personal and family living 20.4
Sports and recreation 7.7
Occupational training 5.5
General (including adult basic

education)
3.3

Miscellaneous and unclassified 2.9

*Ninety percent of these registrants are enrolled in churches.

The 1972 survey figure of almost 11 million participants in community

organization adult education Offerings stands in marked contrast to NCES'

own figures for the participation in adult education surveys of 1972 and

1975, which reported figures of 1,996,000 and 1,784,000 respectively./ In

an effort to explain this discrepancy (of about nine million!), those

reporting the higher figure stated that,"Although this disparity of nine
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TABLE H.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS WITH ADULT EDUCATION
PROGRAMS, TOTAL PARTICIPANTS

Type of
Organization

Organization Participants

Number Percent Number Percent

(O00'S

Total .. . ..

Churches

Other.religions

66,770

50,480

3,310

100.0

75.6

5.0

10,968

3,614

474

100.0

33.0

4.3

Y's and Red Cross 3,360 5.0 3,050 27.8

Civic g ups..... 3,730 5.6 1,175 10.7

.Social service 4,350 6'.5 2,285 20.8

Culturel and other 1,540 2.3 370 3.4

Source 'NCES, 1974



ion is large, a number of factors may help explain the difference. These

factors include coverage, concept, duplication and memory" (LACES, 1974, p. 59).

As Moses aptly observes in his discussion of the "learning force,"

Theae factors are essentially the same obstacles- which affect all
attemptsto assess the universe of adult-education. This refers
to the_definition of who is an adult (as regards age or other
delineators of status), the conceptual approach as, to what defines
an educational activity, double counting which results from the
tendency ofpeople -to take more than one course,- and the errors
in survey and response resulting .from people tending to forget and
misstate activities which occurred other than in the very recent
past (Moses, 1975, p.

These conditions undoubtedly contribute to the discrepancy in the other

figures available on community organization sponsored learning. In 1970 the

Carnegie Commission estimated that 10 million individuals were engaged in

"other organized programs- e.g. TV, churches and synagogues, community

organization, libraries and museums, etc." while in 1973 the Commission on

Non-Traditional Study identified 4.2 million individuals participating in

learning through "community organizations such as YMCA; musuems, galleries,

and performing arts studies; and recreation and sports.groups."

Whatever the actual figures, it is clear that millions of-Americans are

engaged in education and training through the myriad community organizations

in existence today.* These groups include: (1) churches and synagogues and

their sponsored organizations which offer traditional adult education programs,

personal and family living assistance, as well as services to specific groups

(day-care, summer school, etc.); (2) multipurpose organizations such as

libraries, Y's, and racial / ethnic betterment organizations; (3) cultural/

intellectual groups such as historical societies, literary groups, theater

groups, and college/university related associations; (4) personal improvement

awareness groups; (5) senior citizen groups; (6) youth programs, such as

Scouts and athletic sroups;

*This section is based, on the typology of co unity organizations
developed'in Peterson et al., 1978.
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(7) recreation organizations; (8) political organizationsi (9) social

service groups, such as Red Cross; (10) civic /,service clubs; and (11)

fraternal' And social clubs.

Free Universities

Qriginating as radical, counterculture alternatives to/conventional

college instruction in the mid-1960's, the free universities grew from one

in 1964 (at Berkeley) to 146 in 1978, with student registr_tions totalling

298,255 (by almost indiv duals), according to a recent NCES report

(NCES, 1978). Although most of these institutions are no longer "free,"

they are still committed to offering programs at the lowest possible

charge. Based on the premise that "anyone can learn and anyone can teach,"

these institutions (two-thirds of which were founded after 1971) typically.

offer a wide range of coursed of interest to the community -at -large with

no grades,Credits, or other formal credentials involved. Teachers are

/

recruited, usually on a volt Leer or part-time basis, courses and class-

room locations are publicized through a catalog, and students are

registered and charged a small fee at all but, four of the free universities.

Fees vary from one 'ins'ituti to another one free university, :he

registration fee was 25 centq.

According to the NCES study, the average budget for a free university

1978 was $20,500; more the:half, however, operated on less than

$1,000 annually. Revenues were enerated through registration fees,

outside orga,nizations, grants, and fund-raising. About two-thirds

the free universities are based at conventional colleges or universities,

with funds .and space frequently donted by the respective student

governments.' As seen in Table I, th most frequently offered learning



TABLE I.

CLASS SECTIONS IN FREE UNIVERSITIES BY SUBJECT:
UNITED STATES, 1978

Subject
Total

Sections
Offered,

Perpen
Of

Total

Total 19,361 100.0%

Agricultural and renewable,
natural resources '530 2.8

Arts, visual and performing 3,861 19.9
Business 532 2.7
Education 304 1.6
Engineering and engineering-

related technology 2,120 10.9
Health care sciences and

technology 1,263 6.5
Home economics 2,936 15.2
Personal services occupations 65 0.3
Language, linguistics, and

literature 1,382 7.1
Law 174 0.9
Library/muSeum science 33 0.2
Life and physical sciences 358 1.8
Mathematics 72 0.4
Military science 21 0.1

1,780 9.2Philosophy and religion
Physical education and leisure

studies 2,124 11.0
Psychology 108 0.5
Public administration and social

Service 48, 0.3
Social science and social studies 553, 2.9
Interdisciplinary studies 19 0.1
Other and not reported 1,075 5.6

Source: USDHEW NCES, 1979, p.20.
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activities were: visual and performing arts, home *conomics, physical

education and leisure st7lqies, and engineering and engineering-related

technology,

In addition to the free universities, the NCES study identified

42 campus learning referral centers that served 21,480 students in 1978

as education brokers and learning networks for people seeking information

about-teaching, skill training, and tutorial services. Learning referral

centers include the innovative learning exchanges - telephone referral

services,that put people who are interested In learning abouta particular

topic in touch with someone interested in to Ching about that topic', after

which the two parties work out all further arrangements. According to

Peterson et al, "the free universities and learning exchanges are both

extremely important models for serving the vast numbers of learners who

are not motivated by the desire for credits and credentials" (1978, pp. 1-

50-51) .

Correspondence Instruction

Correspondence instruction refers to all individual programs of

education or- training undertaken through the mails, whether on a strictly

individual basis or as part of involvement in an institutional setting

(e.g. through a university extension division). Correspondence courses

provide the opportunity for individuals who either-do not have access to
4 .

formal education programs or who do not wish to participate in them to

engage in self-directed programs of instruction. which may or may not

result in some form of accreditation or certification.



Correspondence learning occurs in all areas-of life and cuts across

the boundaries of education and training opportunities offered by other

organizations discussed earlier in this paper. Among those groups making

use of correspondence instruction are colleges and universities, the

federal government and the military, and professional and Community

organizations. Correspondence courses offer these groups the means to

serve a varied and far-flung membership who might otherwise be unable to

participarein,an organized learning opportunity.

Among the most popular subjects offered through correspondence are

business, high school equivalency courses, electronics, engineering,

other technical and trade areas, and art.

According to a recent survey conducted by the National Home Study

Council of institutions offering correspondence courses, there are

approximately four million correspondence students in the U.S.: 67 percent

are enrolled in privateachools; 6 percent in federal and military

"schools "; 21 percent in colleges and universities; 3 percent in religious

schools; and 3 percent in business and industry. According to the 1975,

NCES participation in adult education survey, however, only 606,000'

individuals indicated that they were participating in courses sponsored

by a correspondence school (p. 60). Some of the discrepancy is apparently

due to differing definitions in each survey as to what constitutes a

correspondence school or course.

The National Hon, Study Council estimates that those schools which

did not respond to its survey have enrollments of approximately 300,000

and that, in addition, there are about 105,000 students enrolled in

agricultural and home making noncredit courses with land grant colleges.,

InCluding these two sources brings the total e tmate to 4,324,850.



TABLE J.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN CORRESPONDENCE NURSES, 1973

Number of
Schools Reporting

Number of
Students

NHSC Member School 155 1,062,749.

Other Private Home Study Schools ,94 245,687

Total Private Schools 249 1,308,436

Federal and Military 22 1,871,978

Colleges and Universities 77 393,741

Religious 12 317,458

Business and.industry 14 28,237

Total of All Schoo 3,374' 3,919,850

Source: National Home Study Council, 1973.



In a more recent (1978) study of its member institutions, the National

Home Study Council determined that,'within the "typical" NHSC institution,

the average student is between 25-34 years old; three out every four

students are male; and the courses offered (which typically take about,.

twelve months to complete) have primarily vocational objectives.

Private
_

The 1975 NCES survey revealed that l,184,000 part Cipants in adult

education chose to study with a tutor or private instructor. This

categOrY would likely include "paid experts" (professionals for whose

services fees are charged) as well as "experts who are also a friend or

relative." In fact, it is most probable that the latter category supplies

the largest number of tutors, given the fact that in Penland's 1977

survey of self-planned learning, the "expert who was also a friend or

relative" was cited as the most important source that learners and

non-learners alike sought when they wanted to know something or get

information on a subject (Penland, 1977, pp. 46-47). Most the

information obtained from the expert-friend or expert-relative would

usually be free of charge. This option of private instruction is one

that is frequently favored by- older adult learners, who may be particularly

hesitant to participate in a -gore formal, institutional learning

situation with a majority of younger students.
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In Summnary

,Having concluded our survey of-education and training opportunities

for adult learners in school and non-school organizations, we now have some

idea of who the education and training providers are and how many

participants are taking advantage of these learning opportuni

Nonetheless, Wirtz and Goldstein's doleful statement of four years ago

is still applicable today:

...the short of it is that there is simply no comprehensive
or integrated system ofVork training measurements in the United
States. Millions of young Americans are now selecting education
and work training courses, and in effect shaping their We
patterns, on the basis of badly informed assumptions and often
misleading information about the. work prospects ahead of them.
Billions of dollars are being spent on educational and train-
ing systems and structures reflecting these same rootless
assumptions. While a considerable amount of relevant data is
available regarding pieces of this picture, they are presently
in such form as to almost defy putting them together (Wirtz
and Goldstein, 1975, p. 27).

While we may have more pieces of the picture tOday,,the preteding

inventory has shown that they still do not fit neatly together, and

several major pieces are still missing. A large number of the efforts

currently being undertaken in regard to the provision of data on education

and training in the United States focuses on occupational demand through

infermation,on current and projected employment figures. We have much

less data (and in some cases serious gaps) in the area of occupational

supply - the numbers and characteristics of people engaging in and completing

training and education. This paper serves to document both Wirtz and

Goldstein's lament and the statement in Public Law 94-444 (which

established the National Commission on Employment and Unemployment

Statistics) that "the formulation of public policies to promote the most

effective use of our human resources is hindered by inadequate information

on the utilization and effect. of education and training programs."
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Our own attempts at presenting 0,comprehensive picture of education

and training opportunities for adults in the U.S. reveal that, although

some information on formal training and education activities in specific

categories is compiled and accessible (e.g. federal employment and

fining program little information is available for others (a.

. professional associations) and, in some cases, what information is

available is confusing, contradictory, and incomplete (e.g. that for

private industry). What needed. is a comprehensive and continuing

inventory of training and education activities in particular categories,

as well- as} information on the effectiveness of these ptograms as a source

of supply,in individual occupations and in meting the personal

objectives of the individual participants.

Such an effort would require combining two sets of surveys: (1) of

institutions providing the education and training and (2) of individuals

pa icipating in that education and training. The institutional syr eys

(such as those conducted by NOES) provide information on institutional

characteristics such as kind, locaticri, size, faculty, control, courses,

and expenditures, as well as enrollment and'completion figures and

retention rates. -Surveys of individual Participants (suctl as those

conducted through the Current Population Survey) provide information on

personal characteristics and activities, in addition to previous

education and work experience.

'The kinds of information that need to be collected through both

surveys include:

1) the number of persons completing education and training by

type of program and field;



the characteristics of the individuals` entering and completing

education and training;

the institutional and individual objectives

. -
offering or engaging in the particular prog

or purposes in

4) the length of training or education;

5) costs of participation; and

'6) sponsor(s) of payment.

Additional data and research are also needed regarding the effec-

tiveness of the various educatiOn and training programs. We need more

information on':

1) what proportion of people who c plete-a. particular educa:-

tion,or training program actually enter the field for which

they are trained or receive a promotion or move on to a

"better job;

2) how many of those who enter the field for which they are

trained leave it after a relatively short period and why; and

what is the impact of education and training on employee

productivity, on employee mobility vis a vis career ladders,

0.

and on absorption of previously disadvantaged workers into-

the regular force.

One of the most perplexing problems in attempting to develop a

comprehensive and continuing inventory of education and training

activities is exemplified in the fact that- according to one study, there

are 300 programis operated by 29. federal agencies that are concerned with

adult learning. do we go about standardizing and synthesizing the

informatiorilfrom some, if not all, of these programs? Some efforts

are already underway that could form a significant part of a comprehensive

,



education and training structure supply data system. The National

Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC) is charged with

"developing and implementing an occupational information system...at the

National, State, and local levels, which system shall include data on

occupational demand and supply based on uniform definitions, standardized

estimating procedures, and standardized occupational

(emphasis added;. NOICC, 1979, p. 3).

assifications;..."

The four NOICC member agencies consist of the Office of Education,

he National Center o Edudation Statistics, the Employment and Training

Administration, and the Bp eau Labor Statistics each of which bears

re'sponsibility fof a large number of education and training data

collectiOn andranalysis.activitties. The NOICC, while not a primary data

collection agency itself, is responsible for coordinating such effo

among its four member agencies and has adopted the Standard Occupational

Classification system of the Department of Commerce's Office of Federal

Statistical Policy and Standards aid the Occupational Employment Statistics

Program of the Department of Labor in addition, the NOICC, in developing

a national occupational informatiOn Systet (OIS), has stated that it will

utilize as pri ncipal input data available from the following sources:

Vocational Educational Data System.(VEDS)

Higher Education General information Survey:(HEGIS)

State and National Apprenticeship Sys em (SNAPS)

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)

U.S Employment Service (USES)
a

Unemployment Insurance/Service (NOICC, 19'79, p. 20).
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At the current time, state OIS development varies considerably.

While some states are already generating sophisticated data on state-level

occupational supply, others are just getting off the drawing boards and face

a lengthy developmental period. At the national-level, the NOICC is

promoting two tudies which will considerably. ,enhance our data on

education and training participants in several categories.

The first study focuses on the similarities and differences of

current surveys aimed ai obtaining follow-up data on the placement of

completers of public and private vocational programs. These surveys

include those conducted by the Veterans Administration, the Federal

Interagency Committee on Education, and the Employment and Training
,3

Administration. It is hoped that this study will contain recommendations

for better reliability, coordination, and comparability of data.

The second study is designed to facilitate the collection of sta

ecific data on public and private postsecondary schools and studen

Institutional information is being collected op enrollment, programs,

program coinplters, program leavers, continuations, changes, and length

of Program. IfIdividual data include demographic characteristics,

education and work history, current program of study, and pioblems

encountered.

Both of these studies will provide us with a variety of data

critical to future program and policy developments in the education
1

institution sector. What NOICC is bot going to provide, however, is

information on education and training efforts within private industry
A

and business. A separate, companiOn'effort would have to be undertaken

here.



It has now been more thai elevedyears since the Report of the Task

Force on Occupational Training in InduStry called for "a major research

effort..to fill such basic informational gaps as the need for detailed

and up-to-date informiation on the-nature, extent, cost, and quality of

occupational training in private industry; the relatiVe effectiveness of

the various types of training programs..." In responsh to this report

the Bureau of.Labor Statistics conducte a pilot survey Of training in

private industry whose objective was "to study the feasibility of

collecting data on enrollments and completions of occupational training

and to determine the best method of collecting these data" (Neary, 1974,

p.,26). Based on the results of this study, BLS-concluded that "data on

training activities in private industry can be collected effectively"

and recommended using mail surveys as the basic collection method (Neary,

1974, p. 31).

Following on this pilot study, BLS conducted the.st11 y of metalworking

plants, referenced ear ier in this paper.- Despite the conclusion,

resulting from both the pilot and the metalworking surveys, t ;fit ccl,lection

of data on industry training was feasible, no additional of training

and education provided by employers has been conducted.or is planned by the

Department of Labor. It is recommended that seriops consideration be given

to dev loping a comprehensive program of data collectidn on raining and

\, 1

education opport -unities provided empfeyeeS by private indus y and business.

Using the data generated by the surveys ecommended herei_ we might

be able, to speak with much greater certainty about the current structure

of education and ttaining opportunity for adult learners and how well this

cture is 'serving the needs o workers and work institutions in the

United States. Until the we shall have to makd-do with the best
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estimates of this paper And other studies seeking to 'put all the any

pieces of the education and training picture. together.
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